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Team Djinti is a small endurance stable in Overijssel, the

Netherlands. We have been active in the endurance sport

since 1985. Endurance is riding long distances on

horseback (up to 160 kilometers in a day).

In addition to participating in competitions, we have also

organized a number of events including the 2021 FEI

Endurance World (YJ) & European Championship.

A B O U T  U S

Social  Media

E N D U R A N C E
M E M O R I E S

Because the endurance sport is a relatively unknown

branch of equestrian sport, we are trying to introduce it to

more people through Social Media.

Under the name "Endurance Memories" on Instagram,

YouTube and Facebook we show people behind the scenes

footage of how we prepare the horses for competitions,

what it's like to participate in (international) endurance

competitions and how important it is to have fun with your

horse.



ENDURANCE
WHAT IS IT?

Endurance is riding long distances with your horse on

marked routes of between 20 and a maximum of 160

kilometers in a day. Both rider and horse must be fit to

cover these distances. The horse is checked by a vet

every approximately 30km. The rider's task is to properly

guide the horse on the (technical) routes. The crewteam

helps the rider and horse by, among other things,

offering cooling and drinking water.

HORSE WELFARE
HORSE COMES FIRST

"To finish is to win" is always paramount. Getting

the best out of your horse by adapting the

management to the needs of the horse and thus

ensuring a happy athlete.

Making the endurance sport more known.

That's our goal. We would like to show people

how beautiful the sport can be and how it is

possible to participate in these competitions

(in a horse-friendly way).

"Enjoying nature together and riding in places

you would never go to otherwise."

The future  o f  the

E N D U R A N C E
S P O R T



GOLD
SPONSORPACKAGE

1 Monthly photo post on Facebook &

Instagram (alternately in story and then in the

grid) mentioning the company name/

product

1 Monthly reel mentioning the company

name / product on Instagram

Logo on our website

Logo on our competition/ trainingsshirts

Logo on our trailer

Logo on horse blankets

> €500 per month

SILVER
SPONSORPACKAGE

1 Monthly photo post on Facebook &

Instagram (alternately in story and then in the

grid) mentioning the company name/

product

1 Monthly reel mentioning the company

name / product on Instagram

Logo on our website

€300 per month



BRONZE
SPONSORPACKAGE

1 Monthly photo post on Facebook &

Instagram (alternately in story and then in the

grid) mentioning the company name/

product

Logo on our website

€100 per month

SUPPORTER
SPONSORPACKAGE

Logo on our website

More possibilities are available depending on

the value of the products

Products or <€100 per month


